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FROM MIDDLESBROUGH
Follow the A172 to the A173 turnoff. At this roundabout take the 2nd exit marked B1257 Helmsley. Turn left through
the Stokesley Industrial Park and follow the road to the end. Turn left. Our nursery is on the right hand side.
FROM A19
Turnoff at A172 to Stokesley. Follow the A172 to the A173 turnoff. At this roundabout take the 2nd exit marked
B1257 Helmsley. Turn left through the Stokesley Industrial Park and follow the road to the end. Turn left. Our nursery
is on the right hand side.
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Company Background
Growing since 1920
The family company of A Hill & Sons Ltd, situated on the edge of the North
Yorkshire National Park was founded in 1920 and is now managed by the
fourth generation of the family. The company continues to adopt the latest
horticultural and business techniques and technologies, whilst retaining all
the traditions of quality and customer service that are the hallmarks of the
business.
Our nursery is located just outside of the picturesque market town of Stokesley. We are nationally
renowned for the breathtaking variety and quality of its trees, shrubs, conifers and hedging, supplying
our ever expanding customer base.

A. Hill & Sons Ltd
Landscape Architects
We work closely with many landscape architects during the development process of a project, priding
ourselves on our extensive knowledge and experience with plants for specific locations and their uses
in unique and advanced designs. When contract growing, we will ensure that stocks are available at
the required specification when needed.

Land Owners
Our extensive stocks ensure we have the capacity to satisfy the varied needs of projects, both large
and small. As part of our service, we supply land owners and forestry customers with a large range
of quality transplants and seedlings, together with specimen trees and shrubs when required.

Local Authorities
The nursery has become a centre of horticultural excellence and innovation, exemplified by our
extensive trialling and development of the revolutionary Air-Pot technique. We have achieved amazing
results in the growth of vigorous, healthy root systems in young trees and shrubs.

With our sophisticated growing techniques and range of trees, shrubs and other plants, we are able
to fulfil Local Authorities’ schemes regardless of location. We are committed to fulfilling the needs
of individual projects and working closely with clients to ensure the desired outcome is achieved to
the highest standard.

Serving the Professionals
We specialise in meeting the needs of professionals – landscapers, landscape architects, land owners,
local authorities. The present family directors carry on the tradition together with a team of experienced
and fully qualified horticultural workers, supported by administration, sales and marketing
personnel; we have the all-round experience and expertise to meet the needs of this diverse
and discerning customer base.
A key element of our success is the ability to work closely with clients,
tailoring our services to meet their individual needs; providing specialist
advice and supplying high quality products to each unique specification.
We are willing to visit clients to assess their needs on site and discuss
how we can meet them. All of our clients, large and small, are assured
of products and customer service that boasts the very best the industry
can offer.

Air-Pot Grown
We have received glowing reports from clients nationwide on our ability to offer a wide
range of Air-Pot grown trees and shrubs in large sizes. This revolutionary growing technique
has allowed us to achieve vigorous growth to the highest standard. We are rapidly
expanding this aspect of our business to ensure the benefits it offers are available to all
clients.

Landscapers
We can satisfy most landscaping and large planting schemes. Depending on their project needs,
landscapers can opt for trees and shrubs that are either root-balled, field or container grown.
Our team works closely with many landscapers, fulfilling their individual requirements. We are always
delighted to show customers our vast and varied stocks and visitors to the nursery can take advantage
of our self-selection system.

Contract Growing
Our contract growing service has been developed to ensure plants are available to meet pre-determined
timetables. It offers customers several major advantages:
• Delivery of the specified quality and quantity is assured, making
forward planning more effective;
• Fixed prices are agreed at the beginning of the project, enabling
accurate budgeting and easing cash flow.

Delivery Service
We operate a nationwide delivery service, using a combination of our own vehicles
and a local reputable haulier, ensuring all deliveries meet the requirements specified
by our customers. For additional flexibility, we will deliver goods on trolleys,
loose or crated and deliver part-orders in instalments to meet the schedules of
large landscaping projects.

Mission Statement

‘Our policy is to supply high quality plants at
competitive prices whilst providing customers
with service of the highest standard.’
View our website

www.hillandsons.co.uk

